Uniden iGO Cam 850 HD Drive Recorder
The iGO Cam 850 DVR is equipped with a 2.7" Colour LCD Play Back Screen, three cameras, night
vision and a reverse camera to capture reverse footage. With GPS tracking and antenna you are also
enabling your videos to be geotagged and the direction you are travelling, your location and speed
to be recorded.
The iGO Cam 850 can automatically detect any sudden changes in car movement through its GSensor and immediately records in high definition. The vehicle recorder can also loop record which
continually records what is happening. Motion Detection also enables the camera to collect
evidence even when the car is parked and without the driver present – with the camera instantly
capturing footage if the car is bumped or scraped. With the help of a built-in G-sensor and the
device's Collision Detection Mode, the camera can also detect a change in motion which will
instantly trigger recording in the event of an accident. This footage can then be used to provide
evidence of who is at fault in an accident so that drivers can easily report incidents to police and
insurance companies.
The Uniden iGO Cam 850 can also be set up to continuously capture road vision and users can
playback journeys taken. This makes the cameras ideal for recreational drivers such as 4WD
enthusiasts, parents wishing to monitor the safety of younger drivers or commercial fleet managers
who seek to keep track of employees while on the road.
SPECIFICATIONS

Two Independent & adjustable full HD 1080P Ultra Wide Angle Cameras
One Reverse Camera with Bumper Mount and 6 Meter Cable (Included)
Anti-Shaking Function for Ultra Clear Recording
G-Sensor with Collision Detection Mode
Small and Compact Windscreen Mount Design
Plug and Play – Easy to Setup
2.7" LCD Colour Screen with Brightness Control
Loop Recording
Auto Power Off
Records Footage onto Micro SD Card (not included)
Internal Rechargeable Battery
Cigarette Charge Cord (Included)
HDMI Out Port
GPS Geotag Antenna (included)
Night Vision
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